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Why, ‘tis St. Patrick’s Day, dontcha know!! Have ya got yer 

Shamrocks!  
 

   The Shamrock, at one time called the "Seamroy", symbolizes the cross and blessed Trinity. Before the 

Christian era it was a sacred plant of the Druids of Ireland because its leaves formed a triad. The well 

known legend of the Shamrock connects it definitely to St. Patrick and his teaching. Preaching in the open 

air on the doctrine of the Trinity, he is said to have illustrated the existence of the Three in One by 

plucking a shamrock from the grass growing at his feet and showing it to his congregation. The legend of 

the shamrock is also connected with that of the banishment of the serpent tribe from Ireland by a tradition 

that snakes are never seen on trefoil and that it is a remedy against the stings of snakes and scorpions. The 

trefoil in Arabia is called shamrakh and was sacred in Iran as an emblem of the Persian triads. The trefoil, 

as noted above, being a sacred plant among the Druids. 

 

   The origins of the shamrock are lost in antiquity, but legend suggests that it was used by St. Patrick in 

the fifth century to demonstrate the meaning of the Trinity. The shamrock is found on Irish medieval 

tombs and on old copper coins, known as St. Patrick's money. The plant was reputed to have mystic 

powers...the leaves standing upright to warn of an approaching storm. In written English, the first 

reference to the Shamrock dates from 1571, and in written Irish, as seamrog, from 1707. As a badge to be 

worn on the lapel on the Saint's feast day, it is referred to for the first time as late as 1681. The Shamrock 

was used as an emblem by the Irish Volunteers in the era of Grattan's Parliament in the 1770's, before '98 

and The Act of Union. So rebellious did the wearing of the Shamrock eventually appear, that in Queen 

Victoria's, time Irish regiments were forbidden to display it. At that time it became the custom for civilians 

to wear a little paper cross colored red and green. [http://www.geocities.com/EnchantedForest/

Cottage/2595/shamrock.html] 

 


